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CONSULTING GROUP

ICF Incorporated
9300 Lee Highway
Fairfax, VA  22031-1207
703/934-3000  Fax 703/934-9740

November 11, 1997

M E M O R A N D U M

TO: Walter Alcorn, SAIC

CC: Bill Kline, C. Pan Lee, EPA

FROM: Maribelle Rodríguez, Jay Doraiswamy, James Laurenson

SUBJECT: Follow-up With FMC to Clarify the Data Discrepancies in their Comment Letters to
the First and Second Supplemental Phase IV Proposed Rules

This is a follow-up to our October 24, 1997 e-mail message and the conference call on
November 5, 1997.  Upon your direction, we contacted FMC to clarify the issues that we identified
from reviewing their comment letters to the first and second supplemental Phase IV LDR proposed
rules.  In this memorandum we have summarized the information provided by FMC in response to our
questions.  

Data Discrepancies

FMC indicated that the data discrepancies found between their comment letters to the first and
second supplemental Phase IV LDR proposed rules were a result of clerical error.  The correct waste
stream volumes are 630,000 gallons/year of Andersen Filter Media (AFM) rinsate and 280 million
gallons/year for all six waste streams combined (148 million gallons/year for the original three waste
streams and 132 million gallons/year for the three additional waste streams).  They also indicated that
the AFM rinsate has been eliminated completely and that the total waste volume for the remaining
five waste streams is 279 million gallons/year.

Treatment and Management Practices

FMC indicated that a clerical error was made on the second paragraph on page 7 of the
comment letter to the second supplemental proposed rule.  In their comment letter, FMC stated that
the newly identified non-wastewater streams are mostly water - “usually greater than 52 percent water
in all instances.”  The percentage of water content reported in their comment letter is not correct.  The
three non-wastewater streams identified by FMC are at least 82 percent water.  This number was
derived from the percentage of solid content in each of the three waste streams. The percentage of
solids for each of the three non-wastewater streams are presented in the following table.
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Waste Stream Percentage of Solid Content
                        Non-Hazardous Slurry Assurance Process (NOSAP) 18

Slurry
                        Precipitator Slurry 10
                        Phossy Water 2 to 4

At this point in time, FMC considers the identified wastewater and non-wastewater streams to be the
same and intends to use the same treatment and management practices for all of them.   

FMC’s Petition for a NCV

FMC eliminated the AFM rinsate in 1996.  Their petition for a NCV only includes the five
remaining waste streams: the Medusa Scrubber Blowdown, the Furnace Building Washdown, the
NOSAP Slurry, the Precipitator Slurry, and the Phossy Water.

We will coordinate with the RIA group to update the mineral processing database with this
data and also incorporate this information in the capacity analysis background document.  If you have
any questions or comments regarding this memo, please call Jay at 703/934-3403 or Maribelle at
703/218-2508.












